Is your orthopedic PACS living up to your expectations?
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Orthopedic Workflow Solutions

Yes. A technologist can send these studies
as needed to your reading group. In
addition, your reading group can read
remotely from interWORKS if needed.
Can interWORKS receive orders from
my Practice Management/EHR?
Yes. To maximize workflow efficiency,
interWORKS can receive orders from
your practice management/EHR system
via HL7, which minimizes duplicate data
entry requirements. Our visual
DayPlanner then displays these orders to
help technologists manage their schedule
within a single application.
Do you support orthopedic templating
tools?
Yes. Avreo integrates with orthopedic
templating software to enable surgeons to
plan and template orthopedic procedures
and reduce or eliminate their need for
printed film. Templated images and the
planning report are available in
interWORKS for future reference.

What Does interWORKS Include?
• Cross-platform support including
Windows®, Mac OS® X via Parallels,
Apple® iOS, and Android™
• Individualized workflow for each
orthopedic surgeon in your practice.
• Case notes and scanned documents to
manage the unique workflow needs of
orthopedic practices.
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Recommended Configuration
• interWORKS VM hosted in your
organization's data center.

Easily Access Orthopedic Imaging throughout
your Enterprise

Why interWORKS?
• Easily accepts imaging orders from
your PM/EHR, and provides DICOM
modality worklists minimizing data
entry and errors. Close the loop by
providing hyperlink access to
orthopedic imaging from your EHR.
• Empower orthopedic surgeons to read
virtually anywhere with WAN
optimized, web-based image access.
• Status driven workflow configurable to
the needs of orthopedic practices.
• Quickly document case notes via
digital dictation or quick-pick
templates.
• Storage agnostic, vendor neutral
archiving.
• Standards based integration via
DICOM and HL7.

Orthopedics Highlights
• Robust tools including distance, angle
and cobb angle measurements, spine
labeling, 3D localization, window/
level, zoom, and magnify.
• Configurable workflow and preferences
per orthopedic surgeon. This includes
layout preferences, worklists, and rules
based auto-loading of comparison
studies.
• Import and export DICOM CDs and
include embedded viewer for ease of
access.
• Coordinate care with referring
physicians by providing direct access to
the application or mobile app.
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Let’s Start a Conversation!
We want to discuss the current challenges that you are facing so we can fully
understand the needs of your organization and offer solutions to alleviate these issues.

To Learn More

www.avreo.com
1-866-286-8082
Demonstrations

